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* * * * * 
Author Tom Steyer rightly wrote in his article the following words: 
“The effects on our planet from Republican climate denial will be much 
less reversible than the damage caused by that group’s inaction on the 
coronavirus.” [1] 
And in line with this, science dial caused societies, no matter how developed 
they are, severe costs. These costs are usually having the form of policy failures 
[2-3]. While the consideration of the cost of science is both legitimate and 
worthwhile, it will never be a match to costs caused by policy failures [4], 
especially when we deal with such life-or-death matters as Covid-19 pandemic 
or global climate breakdown. 
So, yes, science dial is extremely costly, but... 
... Simply asking politicians to listen to scientific evidence and turn the data-
driven insights into actionable programs is naive. For politicians, the risk-cost-
benefit considerations are diametrically different to those of the science ivory 
tower. That’s why Horton and Brown [5] had to profess: 
“However, a more constructive and positive response would be to realise 
that the evaluation of scientific evidence cannot be divorced from the 
political, cultural and social debate that inevitably and justifiably 
surrounds most major issues. Using the two examples above, the long 
and sometimes tortuous pathway to the COP21 climate change accord 
results from the difficult economic trade-offs involved and the very 
different socio-political perspectives of the nations of the world.” 
Now, we can see that the world is far from resolving this fatal problem of 
communication deadlocks between science and politics. This is exactly what 
Boswell and Smith [6] showed concerning the illusions in the mind of many in 
the academic circle that: 
“Notions of ‘impact’, ‘engagement’ and ‘knowledge exchange’ are typically 
premised on simplistic, linear models of the policy process, according to 
which policy-makers are keen to ‘utilise’ expertise to produce more 
‘effective’ policies.” 
Those who believe in the simplistic trust model between politics and science 
unintentionally (or intentionally) omit the fact that there exists something called 
cultural value systems and norms, which govern the formation, growth and 
demise of a group. These elements are so critical that by setting them aside, we 
risk entering total disagreements whenever difficult problems arise.  
One such serious problem is the climate crisis and the need for building the 
eleventh cultural value as proposed by Vuong [7]. And this value will 
complement the progressive value system suggested by Harrison [8].  
It is safe to say that besides hard-core sciences, resolving global problems 
posing existential threats to humankind will certainly require us to deploy our 
best weapons, and many must come from the social sciences and humanities [9]. 
Therefore, the future solution to global change problems will have to show us 
its social heart. 
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